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Abstract: Autobiographical writing in philosophy class encourages beginning
students to use their own philosophical questions, emotions, and difficult
experiences to unlock the meaning of a philosophical text, and encourages
advanced students to en-qage in original philosophical writing. Philosophical
justification for the approach can be found in the concepts of metaphorical
thinking, historicity. multicultural voices. textual hermeneutics, the metaphys-
ics of experience, the logic of discovery and intersubjectivity. Examples of
student assignments and student writing iliustrate the approach. Learning
resources for teachers and suggested solutions to practical problems offer a
helpful starting point.

Autobiographical writing assignments can be useful tools for philoso-
phy teachers who want to stimulate students' interest in philosophy.
They can be delightful journeys of intellectual discovery for students.
And they can be opportunities for students to develop some of the less
talked about but essential skills of philosophical creativity: metaphorical
thinking, reading one's own questions into a text, and engaging readers
in one's own writing. For teachers interested in using such assignments
in the philosophy classroom, I offer examples of student writing, a
theoretical foundation of the approach, suggestions for integrating the
practice into courses, and comrnents on a few practical worries.

Examples of Student Writing
In 1998, I gave the following assignment to students in an Introduction
to Philosophy course at a four-year state university.l

In "Meditation Two," Descartes finally reassures himself that he exists. At fust
reading, this may seem implausible. Try to frnd a situation you or others have
experienced that makes Descartes's doubt and his solution seem plausible. In
what situation might you (a) lose confidence in all the principies Descartes
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doubts and (b) be reassured by the knowledge that you can at least be sure
you know you exist? Describe such a situation.

Below are four students' responses to the question. Although the
responses are all quite different from one another, each student suc-
cessfully takes one of Descartes's points, places it in the context of a
personal experience, and learns something by so doing. Each student
opens the door to an opportunity to think more deeply about Descartes's
project and about her or his own view of reality.

Response #1: A similar situation to Rene Descartes's "Meditation II" hap-
pened when I was in seventh or eighth grade. I had an Engiish teacher who
was always looking for problems to solve that would make us use our thinking
abilities to every extent. One example she gave was the common mystery of
whether or not a tree that falls in the woods makes any kind of noise if no one
is around to hear it. The first obvious answer was, of course it does because
we can all see a tree fall and hear the noise it makes, so why would it be any
different if no one were around? Well, then we started to think, maybe it does
not make a sound. I guess we couid have done like Descartes and analyzed
the situation with all of the senses, but to eighth graders it would seem a little
silly. I guess in the end, you could say that if we thought we were "real" and
were the ones who could hear the sound, then of course the sound is always
"real" and hearable, whether anyone is there to hear it or not.
This student is reminded of a similar philosophical discussion that

took place in a different context, when she was less intellectually mature.
Her middle school class took the question, "If a tree falls in the forest,"
as far as it could, and then abandoned it. Newiy introduced to Descartes,
she understands his project in terms of the old question. Descartes, she
decides, took this question to its logical extreme. Her own philosophical
issue becomes the lens through which she reads Descartes.

Response #2:My stepfather's best friend committed suicide many years ago
and I know he has had many doubts and questions. This death caused him
to question if there really was a God. If there was then how could he let his
friend take his own life. It also had him questioning if you really do have
a mind. If so then how could his friend rationalize in his head that things
would be better if he killed himself. My stepfather's other big question was
if he had a soul, how could he end his own life and not consider his friends'
and family's feelings. No matter how bad things were, could he not feel the
love that everyone had for him by their touch, actions or the words he heard
come from them? So as you can see, my stepfather was very doubtful of most
things at this point. The only thing he did know was that he exists because he
was feeling so much pain and had so much anger inside. And that his friend
did not exist anymore because he was dead.

This student's response moved me emotionally. She takes Descartes
a step out of the intellectual field he sets up and into the realm of the
emotions. On the emotional level, radical doubt and longing for an
anchor are processes she has observed closely. She uses Descartes's
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vocabulary for talking about knowledge to describe a related but dif-
ferent phenomenon of consciousness.

Response #3: Before I became saved, I doubted that there was a God, who
made us and our surroundings. sometimes I would think too hard, and wonder
where did we come from, how we were made. and what our pu{pose was
on this earth. I believed then that I solely controlled everything within and
around me, that there wasn't really a God.
Then I realized man [sic] didn't make everything surrounding me: earth,
sky, moon, stars, etc. when I started going to church, I learned about the
Bible. I learned about the Almighty God. Through reading the Bible, many
of the doubts I had were being answered. Through God's word I learned
many things that man couldn't explain. The Lord is my sole provider for
everything. He made me and my surroundings. After accepting the Lord as
my Savior, He made me see things from a different perspective (his ways).
He made me realize that I am real. put here for a reason to do unto him.
whether today, tomorrow, or a year from now, the Lord always answers my
questions-prayers. why I believe there is God. and that I am real, is for the
simple fact that God has given me the guidance and blessings through his
word to live each day of my life."
This student has taken Descartes's ideas and restated them in

language characteristic of fundamentalist christianity, a language
that philosophy teachers often judge to be incompatible with critical
thinking. For the student, however, the ability to restate Descartes in
religious language legitimates the study of philosophy. The student
sees Descartes's quest as identical with her own. And the student's
restatement in fact anticipates Descartes's proofs of God in the Third
Meditation. Like Descartes, this student suggests that certainty of
God's existence provides a foundation for knowledge of inner and
outer worlds. Just as Descartes says God stamps creatures with the
idea of God so they will be aware of their .."itor, this student also
knows God through the experience of inner awareness.

Response #4: Descartes give[s] an example about wax from a candle. He
explains that although the candle goes through a lot of metamorphosis it still
has the same basic buildup. Descartes wonders what he is because he knows
he is real but what if his life is like that candle where it changes forms. All he
knows is that he thinks with his mind. I think the situation I am experiencing
is my stay here in the united States. I feel like I am something that is hav-
ing an out of body experience because although I live here I cannot function
like an American because I do not know the language. people speak to me
and they think I know everything that they are saying but I really can pick
up on about a third of what the actual conversation is about. I feel like I am
in somebody else's body. I know I exist when I talk to other Koreans here in
the united states because they are going through the same things that I am
experiencing" So that is how I know I exist here in the United States. If I did
not have this luxury I would probably, that is mentally, cease to exist.
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Of the four, this student departs most radically from a literal read-
ing of Descartes, and from a one-on-one mapping of the steps in
Descartes's thought onto his experience. He creatively reads the wax,
a public physical object, as a metaphor for Descartes's mind, an inner
mental substance. He does this because his experience of doubt is one
in which his public, outer self has seemed to change shape. When he
is uncertain about his outer world, he becomes uncertain about his
inner world. This student's response challenges Descartes's view that
one can anchor certainty in the inner world alone.

Without a larger context these examples are intriguing fragments,
raising questions about how to integrate autobiographical writing into a
philosophy course. Answers depend upon the skills philosophy teachers
would like to help their students develop, and teachers' goals depend
upon their conception of philosophical thinking. On one end of the
spectrum, autobiographical writing can be used to develop skills in
precise thinking as well as close and careful reading of primary texts.
On the other end, it can also be used to develop skills in creative,
metaphorical thinking as well as skills in reading texts for relevance to
one's own life and questions. My own practice in using autobiographi-
cal writing is to emphasize the latter. Before I go on to discuss that
at some length, I would like to comment on using autobiographical
writing to develop skills in precise reading and thinking.

In the above examples of student writing, the analogies drawn by
students between their experiences and Descartes's view do not always
stand up under logical scrutiny. Student #1 said that doubting the senses
is like wondering about a tree falling in the forest. But Descartes is not
wondering whether the world exists when he is not sensing it; he is
wondering whether the world exists when he is sensing it. Student #2
said that radical intellectual doubt is like losing one's emotional center
through grief. But Descartes might reject the notion that his intellectual
whirlpool is anything like an emotional whirlpool; he might say his doubt
comes out of careful reasoning alone. Student #3 suggested that finding
an intellectual foundation is like finding God. However, Descartes might
say that religious foundationalism is entirely inadequate for understanding
his project of rejecting foundations. And student #4 implied that watching
wax change shape can be like watching your own self try to adapt to a
foreign culture. Yet Descartes would surely disagree that the thinking,
judging self actually changes when others respond to it differently.

If a teacher's aim were to develop skills in precise reading and
thinking, students could be encouraged to focus on these dis-analogies.
Autobiographical assignments could function as a way to identify a
point of entry into a text that interests a student. Once the student has
identified a point of interest, the student could be encouraged to explore
Descartes's view on that point by carefully noting how Descartes might
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agree or disagree with what they have learned from their experience.
In my own practice as a teacher, however. I tend to avoid this use of
autobiographical writing. From a practical perspective, I worry that it
can shut dow-n students' engagement. They may feel that I have asked.
them to share of themselves only to dismiss them. From a theoretical
perspective, my aim is to expiore other dimensions of philosophical
practice besides close reading and precise logical thinking.

Metaphorical Thinking as Philosophical Thinking
The type of philosophical work I encourage students to explore through
autobiographical writing can be described using at least seven different
theoretical orientations.
Metaphorical Thinking
Educational psychologist william J. J. Gordon wrote that metaphors are
useful in learning what has akeady been discovered as well as in creat-
ing new ideas or solutions"z when students use a familiar metaphor to
help them grasp a new idea. they are using metaphor to make the itrange
familiar. When an inventor re-describes a problem metaphorically and
thus comes upon a new solution, the inventor has used metaphor to
make the strange familiar. In using autobiographical writing, students
have the opportunity to engage in both of these processes. Their own
experience becomes a metaphor for the philosophy they are studying.
They can more easily understand philosophy using their experiencei,
and reinterpret their experiences using philosophical concepts.

According to existential phenomenologist Gabriel Marcel, the entire
practice of philosophy is proposing, extending, and examining metaphors.3
Life, says Marcel. is a philosophical mystery. A philosopher begins to
examine the mystery by finding a way to talk about it, o1 in other words,
by capturing it in a concept that can be discussed. But all ways of talking
about life's mysteries are approximations or images. They are metaphors.
Thus philosophers. when they theorize, propose metaphors and lnvite
others to walk around in them. on Marcel's view, students who practice
autobiographical writing are actively creating philosophical theories_
Historicity
Autobiographical scholarship as a genre is increasingly accepted across
the humanities and social sciences as methodologically sound, because
it is expressive of certain intellectual assumptions of our age.a Intellec-
tual positions are recognized in this postmodern age to be relative to a
person's social and historical circumstances in ways that are sometimes
but not always predictable" The best way to come to understand the
relationship between historical circumstance and intellectual study is
to make it explicit. on this view. when students offer autobiographi-
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cal metaphors for understanding philosophical ideas, they are making
explicit reiationships between history and theory.

Multicultural Voices
Multiculturai and feminist theorists, accepting the principle of his-
toricity, have pointed out that too often we hide behind abstractions,
speaking in the passive voice as if truths exist rather than get held
or advocated by people.s One of my favorite examples of such an
abstraction is the statement "slavery was widely accepted before the
seventeenth century," which leads one to wonder who accepted it, the
conquerors who enslaved those they conquered or the enslaved people
themselves?6 With autobiographical writing we speak from a particular
position, revealing what in our experience led us to our views, On
this view, student autobiographical writing opens up a multicultural
conversation. It gives students and teachers an opportunity to explore
the claim that such a dialogue is fruitful.
Textual Hermeneutics
Paul Ricoeur distinguishes between meaning as constituted by the
double meanings of words and as constituted by the double meanings
of texts.T A focus on the doubie meanings of words encourages readers
to see a text as an assembly of words and concepts. Readers study the
meanings of those words and concepts and construct a view of what
the author intended to convey. A focus on the double meanings of texts
encourages readers to see a text as a whole that transcends its parts. We
as readers thus grasp a gestalt of the text, constructed out of images
near and dear to us. We enter that gestalt and so understand the text. On
this view, students using autobiographical writing to enter the text are
using a type of reading that supplements a more analytical reading.
Metaphysics of Experience
Is experience a subjective inner process, or a construct based on social,
political, and educational conditions? Or is it, as Paul de Man argues,
a constant conversation between the two in which our inner and outer
worlds metaphorically express one another?8 On this view, writing
about personal experiences reveals the way events both shape and are
shaped by the ways we think about them.
Logic of Discovery
To talk about the process of making philosophical theories, one could
borrow Karl Popper's distinction between the logic of discovery and the
logic of verification-e Traditional philosophical writing is guided by the
logic of verification, as we use familiar argument forms to prove in a
discipline-sanctioned way that our view has merit. Personal writing lin-
gers on the logic of discovery, which is associative, drawing on whatever
contents of consciousness press themselves forward in their attempts to
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be articuiated. viewed this way, personal philosophical writing allows
students to develop important creative skilrs in philosophy^
Intersubjectivity
On the one hand, historicists argue that objectivity in scholarship is un-
attainable" On the other hand, normative accounts of scientific method
argue that subjectivity is undesirable. perhaps, as anthropologist Ruth
Behar asserts, the best compromise would seem to be interzubjectiv-
ity.t0 Instead of ignoring their biases, scholars can make them eiplicit,
and the scholarly conversation can include reflection on the ways a
researcher's position affects their research. when students propose
metaphors and walk around in them, they are practicing intersubjectiv-
ity in several ways. They are interacting with ihe text, fitting their lives
into the shape offered by Descartes, for exampie. They are conversing
with Descartes as they might with a respected friend, trying on his poin-t
of view. and offering their own. They are making expliciithe thoughts
and experiences they bring to reading Descartes. And, perhaps *r"
immediately, they are offering their lives to the teacheiand possibly
to classmates, hoping for recognition and response.

If we are caring teachers, we will recognize that the students' practice
of intersubjectivity calls to us to respond to them in particular wlys" we
will enter into their metaphors and walk around in them. But-and here
I hope I am not overusing the metaphor-we must be careful not to walk
all over them. we need to develop practical skills in evoking, encourag-
ing. and responding ro aurobiographical writing in philosophy.

To that end, I shall share two different contexts in which I have used
autobiographical writing successfully. The first is an introduction to
philosophy course, in which autobiographical writing is one component
of a fairly traditional course. In this course autobiographical *.iting i,
used to help students attend to their sense of wonder, to encourage their
personal engagement with philosophy, and to discourage plagiarism.
The second context is an upper division undergraduate couise?or phi-
losophy majors and minors, entitled Narrative philosophy. The pu.por"
of the course is to exptrore autobiographical writing in philbsophy.
The aim is to offer students an opportunity for extended pttltoropfri"ut
exploration while developing elegant writing skills.

Introduction to Philosophy
The introduction to philosophy course that I shall describe, which I
taught in 2001, introduces students to selected issues in ethics, epis-
temology, metaphysics, and social/poriticar philosophy. The 

"o,irr"includes some traditional components: reading 
"rruyt that represent dif-

ferent philosophical approaches, short writing assignments in response
to questions about the readings, mini-lectures, and class discusiions.
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The autobiographical component enters through two other assignments:
WOW journals and original papers.tr Together, the two components
take students on the metaphorical journey described by Gordon. The
WOW journal helps students make the familiar strange, and the origi-
nal papers help them make the strange familiar. The S/OW journal is
described in the syllabus as follows:

Wow journal: This journal is designed to encourage you to notice and write
about things you find special or unusual in everyday life: events, activities,
feeiings, thoughts, movies, music, etc. that make you say, "Wow!" You will
find that the topics we discuss in class make you notice at least some new and
different things. Please write a minimum of 1 fulIpage per week in ihe joumal.
Entries may be handwritten. as long as they are legible" Describe the "wow,"
try to put into words why the experience stands out, expiain what it makes
you think or wonder about. "'Wow" journais will be collected twice during
the semester for informal feedback, and once at the end of the semester for a
grade. Also, during each class session in which there is no quiz. three people
will be asked to read (or tell about something) from their "wow" journal and
other students will have the opportunity to respond.
My aim in the WOW journal is simply to cultivate in students a

sense of wonde , to encourage them to notice when the familiar is
strange. I do not ask for deep philosophical observations. although
as the semester goes on students increasingly offer them. The WOW
journal is just an opportunity for students to speak and be heard. I ar-
range for them to be heard by their classmates as well. Students sign
up in advance for a date on which to read a journal entry to the class.
On the appointed days, we turn to the journals about twenty minutes
before the end of class. For each of the three students who read, we
listen, and then I allow three students to comment. After all three
readings, I invite everyone in the class to write a personal comment
to one of the three readers and deliver it to the reader before the end
of class. Interestingly, students have chosen some of their most mov-
ing and least innocuous entries to read: witnessing a murder, growing
up in a country at war, worrying about discrimination as a foreigner
after September 1 1. Consistently they have reported to me privately
that they receive supportive comments from classmates.

The original paper integrates the WOW reports with other ideas in the
course. The assignment gives students the opportunity to take the personal
and put it into the context of course ideas. Through this assignment, the
strange new course material is connected with the familiar. Here is an ex-
cerpt from the original paper assignment as it appears on the syllabus:

Original papers: These are opportunities for you to make connections
between course readings, class discussions, and your own "wow" journals.
Each paper should address one central theme, weaving together ideas from
the three sources listed above. . . . Papers are evaluated on the following
criteria: logical organization; creative connections between ideas; depth of
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development of ideas; and appropriate use of course materials- You will be
asked to read your paper out loud to a small group of classrnates. . " . [Y]ou
will have the chance to rewrite it in response to my written comments and
your classmates' oral comments"
The assignment makes it possibie for both concrete thinkers and ab-

stract thinkers to write creativeiy-and makes it very difficult for students
to plagiarize. trt also elicits some wonderful papers. For example, a long
distance runner writes about breath as a function that connects body and
mind. A foreign student writes about social freedom in the U.S. compared
with his horne country and how his experiences have affected his views
on free will" ^4. cheerleader writes aboui the deep friendships between
teammates that start as friendships of utility. These are students' genuine
observations about their lives. rooted in their experiences, thoughtfully
refined through the process of reflective writing, and expressed using
concepts characteristic of the discipline of philosophy.

When tr respond in writing to these papers, I am carefuL not approach
them as if they are comments on course material (unless a student explicitly
states that as an aim). Instead, I read thern as expressions of the students'
phitrosophies. My task is to enter into the student's thought and try as hard
as X can to understand iaihat they are trying to say^ My cornments usually
suinmarize the student's presentation, offel suggestions for how he or she
can expf,ess or develop ihe thought more effectively, and add a personal
comment on what the paper made me think or feei. These suggestions are
rooted in the grading criteria set forth on the syllabus: I make suggestions
about how to improve or extend organization, synthesis, and development
of ideas, and I comrneni on whether students have drawn from all three
course components. I always assume that each student is trying to say
sornething significant, even if it takes a iot of work for me to flnd the
thread amidst poor writing or sioppy thinking. I never accuse students of
try:ing to bluff their way through an autobiographical assignment. I find
that when I respond seriously, students rise to the challenge, and prepare
assignments they are willing to have the teacher read carefully and thought-
fully. lVlost students choose to rewrite in response to my comments, based
in part on the grade incentive-but not cornpletely so, as often students
rewrite when the extra points wili noi affect their final grade.

Narrative Philosophy
Personal philosophical writing is not simply a tool for helping students
engage with technical philosophies. It is also a genre that offers delight-
ful discoveries for both writers and readers. Some students who enjoy
creative writing are eager to explore it, and to ihis end I have designed
the "Narrative Philosophy" course, and taught it regularly since 1997 -
According to the university's catalog course description, the course "Ex-
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plores the use of autotriographical and personai writing in philosophy.,,
For purposes of the course. we use the term "narrative philosophi,,- ro
refer to an autobiographical style of approaching philosoptricat trtnicing.
Students in the course rnust have a declared philosophy major or minoi,
and at least junior standing. Thus, traditional philosophical terms and
approaches are part of their academic vocabulary, they have done a fair
bit of coilege-level writing, and they are actively interested in exploring
their own relationships to ideas. The course gives them u ,t"p-by-rt"p
opportunity to deveiop their skill as personal essayists ln prritoioptry
while exploring ideas and experiences important to them.
. one key to personal essay writing is to learn to keep a reader's
interest- Readers who are not personar friends are unlikely to have any
particular interest in an author who talks about herself or himself at great
length- Instead, readers are likely to be interested in their orvn ,"lr"u,
specifically in what they can learn from reading the essay. A good per-
sonai essay describes an unusual encounter and tells us what the aoihor
trearned from it and, by implication, what we can learn from it. To a
personal philosophical essay, I bring a more sophisticated expectation.
I want to learn something about philosophy, to broaden or deepen my
philosophical thought. Thus, I am not interested simply in what the author
learned, but in what the author learned by thinking-about the experience
using phiiosophical concepts. By speaking about themselves in a good
personal philosophical essay, students speak to others. In this *uy,1h"y
are not practicing a detached objectivity, or a narcissistic subieitivity,
but a conscious intersubjectivity. They invite readers in, implyin g,,,r,;
a person, you're a person, iet's chat about life and phil0sophy." -

There is no precise recipe for balancing the personal una irr" philo_
sophical in this genre. To help students develop the skills to find this
balance, I try to offer them good models to iead, assignments that
evoke connections between the personal and the philosophical, and
constructive criticism that is supportive and thoughtful.

The readings I use in the course vary but I usually draw them from five
different categories. and include one staple. The five categories are.

'  Famous phi losophical  autobiographies beloved by readers
through the centuries;rZ

" collections by popular contemporary essayists with a philosophi-
cal bent;13

" Philosophical novels narrated in the first person;ra
' writings by authors who see autobiographical writing as a way for

multicultural voices to enter the philosophical conversation;li and
" My own efforts in personal philosophical writing.
The staple of the course is plato's symposium, for reasons of both

style and content. The symposium approaches its topic through the
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voices of eight different speakers. Each speaker uses a different style,
and the styles include autobiography, myth, metaphor, everyday experi-
ences, and theoretical concepts. The subject matter of the Symposium,
love and sex, rarely faiis to move a student to reflect on her or his
life experiences. Before each ctrass" I prepare questions and activities
that encourage interpretation and evaluation of the assigned readings.
students, however, often come prepared to share their own reflections
on the texts' substance and style.

The writing assignments are designed to build increasingiy so-
phisticated skills in autobiographical philosophical writing" The firsi
paper is a short philosophical autobiography, and the second could be
described as a wow.journal entry foltrowed by philosophical reflection.
The third paper asks for an autobiographical response to a specific text,
and the fourth invites an original paper in the style we have studied.
The papers are described in the syliabus as foliows:

Paper #1: What made you interested in phiiosophy, and what ideas would
you develop if you were not constrained by writing formal philosophy papers
for ciasses? (3-5 pages)
Paper #2: Describe an ordinary life situation that led you to think of philo-
sophicai ideas, and present the philosophical ideas that flowed from it. (3-5
pages)
Paper #3: Write an autobiographicai interpretation of the Symposium. in
other words, describe a personal experience that illurninates some section of
the dialogue and explain the meaning your experience gives to the section.
(5-7 pages)
Paper #4: Write an originatr piece of narrative philosophy. (B-12 pages)
Because of the intersubjective nature of the course, students present

a short summary or excerpt from each paper to the class, and respond to
one another's presentations, sometimes in structured formats. Because
we are working on philosophical skills that favor the often hidden
dimensions of phiiosophy-metaphorical rather than logical, personai
rather than public-we end the semester with a discussion of defini-
tions of philosophy and its methods.

The final papers are often extraordinary. They can be humorous as,
for example, a student explores free-w-ill and determinism, and with
subtle irony blames his poor decisions on circumstances that obvi-
ously did not cause them.r6 Or they can be poignant as, for example,
the mother of an autistic child explores the relationship between mind
and character.rT The Symposium papers range from exercises in self-
discovery and self revelation as, for examptre, a student comes out as
bisexual; to elegant analyses of the structure of the symposium as de-
picting love across the life cycle; to outpourings of passionate love for
philosophy and art. when I comment on student papers in this course?

33
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tr use the same principles I use in commenting on autobiographical pa-
pers in Introduction to Philosoph,v, asking myself, what is the student
trying to say and how can I heip them say it more effectively. x try to
be honest: here I have lost your point arnong the details of time and
place. Ftrere I can't follow a step you seern to be taking in your thought.
Here x don't understand how you see y-our point as paralleling plato's.
F{ere I wonder: do you want to talk?

Tliis is sirnply the most rewarding course I teach.

Practica! Barriers
Teachers interested in using autobiographical approaches in teaching
philosophy tend to articulate a typical set of worries. They ask, isn't
ihis time consuming? F{ow can I use personal writing if I don't know a
lot about this genre? Can i require students to self-disclose, and what
do tr do when students disctrose upsetting information? I would iike to
say a word about each of these worries.

This approach i-s tirne-ccnsurning. when responding to student
writing, there is no way to prepare an answer key, or give out "sample
good answ'ers" as rnodels. A teacher simply has to read student work
carefuliy and lovingly- Xf the teacher doesn't understand what the stu-
dent is trying to say" the teacher rnust read the assignrnent again, more
carefuily. Because 'rhis approach is tirne-consuming, teachers shouid
plan their workload" and avoid experimenting with it for the first time
when their othel preparation responsib,iiities are heavy.

Teachers who use autobiographicai writing assignrnents should
prepare by reading in the genre and experimenting with writing in it.
only through research and practice will teachers learn how to encour-
age and evaluate 

-eood personal writing.
Resources are available to help facutrty learn to use this appro ach. The

Art af tlte Personal Essar- edited by philip l-opaie offers examples of per-
sonal essays from the last few centuries, along with an introductory essay
analyzing the purpose of the genre. ts Autobiographical writing Across
the Disciplines edrted by Diane F" Freedman and olivia Frey, off,ers
contemporary examples of scholars in the humanities and social sciences
including the personal dirnension in their scholarship.ie The performance
of self in student writing by Tom Newkirk gives exarnples from personal
essays by students at various stages of development as writers. Newkirk
explains the aims of teaching personal writing, and suggestions that help
teaclrers meet the aims.2O Philosop'hy and Everyd.ay Lift edited,by r-aura
Duhan Kaplan, is a coilection of autobiographical essays by philosophers
exploring traditional and nontraditionai philosophical problems.2r

And no, of course a teacher cannot require students to disclose
anything deeply personal in a college-level writing assignment. Every
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assignment must allow students some choice of subject matter. This can
be accompiished by broadly defining the topics they can choose, or by
allowing them to write about the experiences of others as well as their
own. At times. students do disclose sensitive or upsetting information
in their personal writing. Teachers can prepare for such situations by
becoming acquainted with the resources for student services on their
campus. Campus counseling centers are usually pleased to consult
with faculty, and consider it responsible behavior for faculty to re-
fer students. The Dean of Students Office can also help faculty sort
out information from students and make responsible decisions about
responding to it. Also important are the rules governing confidential-
ity. The Family Educational Records Protection Act (FERPA) gives
guidelines for when and to whom education professionals can disclose
information. And each state has confidentiality guidelines for human
services professionatrs that dictate the situations in which confidential-
ity must be breached" In doubtful situations , a teacher can also consult
the campus attorney. While this sounds quite serious, it is important
to remember that students do have resources for dealing with their
problems, and that, in most situations, all we can do is urge them to
use their resources. And awkward situations can even have a humor-
ous edge. The most awkward situation I have found myself in is one
in which I was barred by law from disclosing to a health professional
information essential to understanding a student's situation-and the
health professional happened to be my spouse!

As long as resources of facuity time, faculty learning materials, and
student support services are available, philosophy teachers can feel
ernpowered to experirnent with autobiographical writing assignments.
These assignments offer teachers a way to spark and cultivate the in-
ner processes that birth philosophical reflection. Most students will
appreciate the opportunities to enter the subject matter in interesting
ways, express a sense of wonder, think and write creatively, be heard
by others, and learn about the diverse life-worlds of fellow students.
And many faculty will find themselves enjoying the opportunity to
teach genuinely interested students who offer endless new perspectives
on familiar subject matter.
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